characterized by ambiguity. We conducted a literature review to assess methodological and 23 etymological relationships among 36 restriction enzyme-based methods, as well as rates of 24 correct referencing of commonly-used methods. We identify several instances of methodological 25 convergence or misattribution in the literature, and note that many published derivatives have 26 modified only minor elements of parent protocols. We urge greater restraint in naming derivative 27 methods, to strike a better balance between clarity, recognition of scientific innovation, and 28 correct attribution. 29
INTRODUCTION 31
Recent advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) have given researchers access to 32 unprecedented amounts of genomic data. The versatility of NGS, exemplified by its myriad 33 applications to biology (Andrews et al. 2016) , is arguably one of its greatest assets and has in turn 34 led to more than 400 published methods that use this technology (Hadfield & Retief 2018) . While 35 NGS has indisputably spurred rapid innovation across biology, associated names have also 36 proliferated. These names are commonly acronyms meant to clearly identify a methodology or 37 application but, due to their sheer numbers, are now themselves a source of confusion. A set of 38 suggested guidelines for the use of such acronyms was published several years ago (NUAP 39 2011), but Hadfield & Retief (2018) have recently reignited this conversation, discussing the 40 excess of names for NGS methods but not analyzing their patterns of naming, publication, or 41 citation 42
Methods that use restriction enzymes to sample genomes represent an informative subset 43 of NGS techniques to explore in this context. These methods provide diverse options for reducing 44 genomic complexity and surveying large numbers of loci across populations or species, and are 45 widely used in ecology and evolutionary biology (Baird et al. 2008; Davey et al. 2011 (Poland et al., 2012; Baird et al., 2013; Narum et al., 2013; Eaton, 54 2014) . They are so popular that 26 methods have explicitly been modified from either RADseq or 55 GBS (Table S1) , with their increasing importance demonstrated by recent reviews (Davey et al., 2017)). Although reviews have tried to distinguish these approaches, it is clear from these 59 publications as well as informal discussion on online forums (Table S2 ) that differences between 60 many techniques are perceived to be minor and subtle. Naming conventions for derivatives have 61 been variable and inconsistent, and literature discussing or employing these techniques has been 62 ambiguous about the origins of techniques as well as which names to use as "catch-all" terms. 63 
Literature review and concept mapping 85
We compiled a list of RRS methods published on or before 31 December 2017 (N = 36), 86 and evaluated approaches based on their methodological characteristics (Table S2 ). We then 87 created a conceptual map of all methods, linking each derived technique to the main protocol that 88 served as the basis for the modification, as specified by the authors (Fig. 1) . In several cases a 89 parent protocol was not directly specified, and in these instances, we linked methods based on 90 overall methodological similarity. The subjective construction of this map reflects our experience 91 as typical arms-length users of several of these approaches. Any technique that explicitly altered 92 a protocol was considered a direct modification, and in this conceptualized map, a separate node. 93
We plotted defining characteristics for each derivative along the connecting branches to assess 94 distinctiveness or methodological convergence. Defining characteristics were generally those 95 considered by the authors of the protocol to distinguish the derived method from its parent. To 96 preserve clarity, characteristics that were highly variable across methods (for instance barcode 97 and adaptor design and the overall order of methodological steps in each protocol) were not 98 plotted on the map unless they were definitive for the method(s). We also downloaded complete 99 citation data from Web of Science® for the 36 methods, and determined the average number of 100
citations per year for each publication. The size of ellipses in Fig. 1 reflects these numbers. combined and filtered to remove duplicates (Table S3 ). Only articles whose titles, abstracts, or 119 keywords contained "GBS", "SBG" or "RAD" (and all variant search strings in Table S4) were 120 retained for further analysis. Incorrect name usage was defined as any case of an alternate name 121 being used to refer to a technique (e.g. "RAD" to describe the GBS protocol of Elshire et al. 122 (2011)). Strings for "two-enzyme GBS" and "ddRAD" were not searched separately since these 123 were treated as variants of "GBS" and "RAD", respectively. A complete description of the 124 methods used in the literature review is in Table S6 . Fig. 1) , and the most highly cited (Table S2 ). "RAD" was used in 18 named techniques, while 131 "GBS" was used in 6 and the remaining 12 methods had names that lacked "RAD", "GBS", or 
Meta-analysis of GBS, SBG and RAD citation accuracy 141
The number of journal articles that refer to "GBS", "SBG", or "RAD" within their title, refer only to GBS, 2 (0.2%) refer only to SBG, and 418 (53.1%) refer only to RAD (Fig. 2 ; Table  146 S5). Two or more of these names ("Multiple(≥2)") are used in only 33 (4.3%) journal articles and 147 these refer only to GBS and RAD, not SBG (Fig. 2; Table S5 ). 148
Each name has been used inconsistently to refer to methods described by their parent We have applied a review and literature meta-analysis to characterize the naming and use 159 of RRS methods. Our concept map shows that RAD-based methods are more numerous than 160 GBS-based methods. Although derived methods are often given unique names, most follow some 161 of the etymological elements of the parent technique that was modified, even when derived 162 protocols from different camps converge methodologically (Fig. 1) . We also identified a rate of 163 ~8.4% ambiguous or incorrect citations for these methods (Fig. 2) . 164
The RAD acronym leads the popularity race when considering citations for RAD-based 165 methods as well as the number of derivative protocols bearing this term; GBS-based methods 166 have fewer overall citations and methodological offspring. While the original RAD or modified 167 ddRAD methods may simply be more methodologically attractive, unconscious linguistic factors 168 in the naming of derivatives may also be contributing to this trend. Acronyms that form simple, 169 recognizable words are more likely to be remembered (NUAP 2011), so this may explain use of 170 the RAD acronym despite citation of a GBS or SBG publication (Fig. 2) . RAD has also proven to 171 be easy to incorporate into memorable titles that improve name recognition and visibility in a 172 rapidly expanding field (e.g. "Demystifying the RAD fad" (Puritz et al. 2014) ; "Breaking RAD" 173 (Lowry et al. 2016 ); present study). However, rates of potential misattribution do not appear to be 174 biased toward RAD over GBS (Fig. 2) , and so researchers who are unclear or unconvinced of the 175 distinctions between methods may simply be randomly using both terms as synonyms. 176
Methodological convergence by several GBS-and RAD-based techniques (Fig. 1) could 177 contribute to further ambiguity among methods. 178 "What's in a name?" (Shakespeare 1594-98) . Separate publication of a method implies 179 that the authors consider the new method to be substantively different from other published 180 methods, thereby warranting a separate name. But for RRS methods, differences between many 181 techniques are minor, often primarily implementing streamlined library preparation and cost Naming of a method also suggests ownership over that method (NUAP 2011). In cases 188
where only minor changes were made to an existing protocol, the authors of the new method 189 profit from advances made by prior authors, which may comprise the bulk of the methodology. 190
The broad convergence of several methods in Fig. 1 creates an can be adapted to a user-specified combination of characteristics that suit the needs of an 202 individual study. The recently upheld US KeyGene patent covering these methods also seems to 203 suggest that, at least from a legal standpoint, they are not significantly different from one another 204 (US Patent 8,815,512 B2). So why do we keep naming derivative methods, and how can we work 205 to preserve clarity of communication in discussing them? 206 "Action is eloquence" (Shakespeare 1605-08). Rapid sequencing advances may have 207 unwittingly created a sense of momentum among researchers, thereby fostering the proliferation 208 of names for genome-sampling techniques. Almost half of the methods in Fig. 1 and all five of 209 the key methods in Fig. 2 were published in PLoS ONE, which has published several RRS 210 derivatives within the same years. Other journals have also published multiple derivative 211 methods, although to a lesser degree. Several researchers have also been involved the naming and 212 publication of more than one method, indicating research groups developing suites of techniques. 213
This suggests a preoccupation with name recognition as a means to increase the visibility 214 of research. We recognize that catchy titles are not inherently negative or irresponsible, and that 215 this practice can beneficially increase the impact of research. But the recent "modify, name, and 216 publish" trend seems more likely to be driven by efforts to increase citations, which dilutes the 217 eloquence of acronyms. This system further confers risk to researchers who choose not to name 218 an adapted technique, by leaving a door open for someone else to employ the same change and 219 name it, taking the credit. Because academic success is so closely tied to citation metrics, there is 220 little incentive to take the high road. 221
It is instructive to compare reliance on easy-to-digest acronyms to online clickbait 222 headlines in academic publishing and research. An example may be the recent publication of an 223 incendiary essay presumably to increase the impact of a journal despite the article not passing 224 peer review (Flaherty 2017) . Academic metrics do not distinguish between "good" and "bad" Bars indicate the number of journal articles citing each publication, while colours indicate the number referring to each name. About 8.4% of papers use an ambiguous or incorrect name in reference to the cited method (e.g. ~4% of papers uniquely citing Baird et al. (2008) in 2017 refer specifically to GBS or SBG alone or in combination with RAD, despite neither name being used in that paper).
